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Charge localization in disordered colossal-magnetoresistance manganites
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The metallic or insulating nature of the paramagnetic phase of the colossal-magnetoresistance manganites is
investigated via a double-exchange Hamiltonian with diagonal disorder. The mobility edge trajectory is deter-
mined with the transfer-matrix method. Density-of-states calculations indicate that random hopping alone is
not sufficient to induce Anderson localization at the Fermi level with 20–30 % doping. We argue that the
metal-insulator transition is likely due to the formation of localized polarons from nonuniform extended states
as the effective bandwidth is reduced by random hoppings and electron-electron interactions.
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The recent discovery of colossal magnetoresistan1

~CMR! in Mn oxides La12xAxMnO3 ~whereA can be Ca,
Sr, or Ba! has generated extensive interest in these per
kites. The essential correlation between the magnetiza
and resistivity2 in these compounds was well explained
the double-exchange~DE! mechanism.3 However, the pre-
cise nature of the ferromagnetic metal to the paramagn
insulator transition is still not well understood. Recent
Millis et al.4 argued that Jahn-Teller~JT! effects5 have to be
included to explain the observed resistivity behavior and
magnetic transition temperature. It was then proposed6,7 that
the metal-insulator transition~MIT ! is a consequence of th
large to small polaron transition, induced by the reduction
effective hopping integrals at temperatures nearTc . How-
ever, there are competing proposals8,9 that advocate that the
DE mechanism alone can explain the magnetic proper
and MIT in Mn oxides. Notably, Varma9 argued that random
hopping in the paramagnetic phase due to the DE mecha
is sufficient to localize electrons and induce a MIT atTc .
Although there is mounting experimental evidence of latt
effects10 and small polaron dynamics aboveTc ,11 it is still
not clear at present whether the small polaron formation
temperatures close toTc is the driving force of the MIT or
merely a consequence of the MIT from the DE mechan
itself. To investigate the origin of the MIT, a precise calc
lation of the localization effects in the DE model is neede
In this paper we study the localization properties in the
model using the well-developed transfer-matrix method.12

The DE mechanism can be described by the Hamilton

H5(̂
i j &

~ t i j
gg8cigs

† cj g8s1H.c.!1(
i

~e ig2m!nig

2JH(
i

sW ig•SW i1V(
i

nianib , ~1!

wheresW ig is the electronic spin operator andSW i is the local
spin S53/2 of three Mnt2g d electrons. The operatorscigs
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(cigs
† ) annihilate~create! a mobileeg electron with spins at

orbital g (gP$a,b%). nig5cigs
† cigs . The random diagona

energy e ig is included to account for substitutiona
disorders.13 The JH term describes the Hund rule couplin
between the local spin oft2g electrons and theeg electrons;
the V term describes the on-site inter-orbital electro
electron (e-e) interactions. In the Mn oxides,JH@t/S. Here
we neglect the on-site intraorbitale-e interactions and ex-
change interactions, which is reasonable in the largeJH
limit.

We consider only the limitSJH /t→`. As a consequence
the electronic spin at each site is parallel to the local spin
the low-energy states of interest. To study these low-ene
states we can use a projection operatorP to project out the
high-energy states. Then the Hund rule coupling interact
can be dropped and the hopping term is renormalized to

t i j
gg85tgg8FcosS u i

2 D cosS u j

2 D1sinS u i

2 D sinS u j

2 Dei ~f i2f j !G
~2!

in the classical spin limitS5`, where (u i ,f i) are the polar
angles of the classical spin at sitei . Both finiteJH andS will
decrease the localization effect, while the interorbitale-e
interactionV will probably increase it. To simplify the prob
lem further, we will neglect thee-e interaction here and
assume that its only important contribution is to renormal
Hamiltonian parameters. The Hamiltonian~1! is then ‘‘trans-
formed’’ to an effective~two-orbital! single-electron Hamil-
tonian. The localization properties of the simplified tw
orbital Hamiltonian can be investigated via the transf
matrix method. Withoute-e interaction, the localization
properties in a two-orbital model are similar to those in
one-orbital model. Thus we will investigate the Hamiltonia
with only oneeffective orbital:
4541 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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H5(
i

~e i2m!ni1 (
, i j .

~ t i j ci
†cj1H.c.!. ~3!

If there is no Jahn-Teller coupling, the carrier density of ea
orbital would be approximately half of the dopingx. How-
ever, static or dynamic JT effects will complicate this iss
and theeg-degeneracy splitting is not well understood in t
metallic region at present. The Hamiltonian~3! describes the
dynamics of electrons in astatic background of classica
spins, with the hopping matrix elements dependent on
spin configuration via Eq.~2!. This approximation of dy-
namic disorder by static disorder is valid in the large-S limit.

In the simplified Hamiltonian~3!, electron localization is
due to both off-diagonal and diagonal disorder. The o
diagonal disorder is intrinsic to the DE model in the pa
magnetic phase and the resistivity due to this spin-disorde
scattering was calculated in Born approximation14 or
memory function approximation.4 Localization via off-
diagonal disorder has not been studied extensively. A
calculations15 have been made for uniform distributions
real hopping integralst in one- and two-dimensional~2D!
systems. Also there are studies on 2D random flux syst
with uniform utu.16 The most relevant work for the prese
model was a study by Economou and Antoniou17 for systems
with a semicircular distribution of hopping integrals. The
work was based on the localization criteria of Licciarde
and Economou.18 A recent calculation19 based on the Ziman
criterion20 was also reported. None of these calculations p
duce the precise mobility edge. Moreover, the random Be
phases9,21 @the phases oft i j in Eq. ~2!# are not included and
their importance is difficult to assess.

Here we investigate the localization properties of t
Hamiltonian ~3! with the transfer-matrix method.12 This
technique, coupled with a finite-size scaling analysis, p
duces the most reliable information about the extended
localized nature of the eigenstates. In this technique,
considers a bar of lengthN and cross sectionM3M . One
determines the largest localization lengthlM asN→` from
the smallest Lyapunov coefficient of the product of the ra
dom transfer matrix relevant to Eq.~3!. The nature of the
eigenstate can be determined by studying the scaling p
erty of the localization length of finite systems. For extend
~localized! states,lM /M increases~decreases! with increas-
ing M . At the mobility edge, which separates the extend
from the localized states,lM /M is independent ofM and
this behavior defines the Anderson transition.

In the paramagnetic phase, the direction of the local s
SW i is chosen to be uniformly distributed on a sphe
P(f i)51/2p, P„cos(ui)…51/2. Once the spin configuratio

$Si
W % is specified, the nearest-neighbor hopping integrals

be obtained via Eq.~2!. The random diagonal site energye i
is assumed to be distributed uniformly between2W/2 and
W/2. In our calculation, we have used systems with wid
M54214 and the lengthN on the order ofN530 000 to
minimize errors.

We first investigate the localization effects in the abse
of any diagonal disorderW50 to see whether random hop
pings with Berry phases in the paramagnetic phase is a
sufficient to lead to localization of a large fraction of ele
trons, as has been argued in Ref. 9. Our results are prese
h
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in Fig. 1, in which we plot the ratio of the calculated finite
size localization lengthlM with M , as a function ofM for
different energies. It is clear that the mobility edgeEc ,
where lM /M should be a constant independent ofM , is
located in the region 3.55,uEcu/t,3.6. To determine
whether the Fermi level is below or aboveEc at certain
doping levels, we need to know the density of states~DOS!
of the system, which we obtain by directly diagonalizing t
Hamiltonian matrix for a finite size (10310310) cluster.
The integrated DOS and the DOS, averaged over many~100!
configurations, are shown in Fig. 2. This indicates that l
than 0.5% of the states are belowEc523.56t ~Fig. 2!, far
less than the required 20–30 % for the CMR system. The
fore, the present calculation confirms the suggestion6 that
purely off-diagonal disorder in the DE model is far fro
sufficient to localize electrons in the CMR materials at t
20–30 % doping level. The inefficiency of the off-diagon
disorder can be understood by looking at the distributio
of the amplitude of the hopping integralt i j , P(ut i j u)5

FIG. 1. Ratio of the finite-size localization length to the wid
lM /M as a function ofM for the double-exchange model in th
absence of any diagonal disorder. The mobility edge is loca
aroundEc523.56t. All states withE,Ec are localized.

FIG. 2. Integrated density of states of the double-excha
model in the absence of any diagonal disorderW50. The density of
states~in units of t21) is shown in the inset. The results are o
tained from exact diagonalization of 10310310 clusters averaged
over 100 random spin configurations.
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2ut i j u/t2. This distribution has small weight for smallut i j u,
which are most important for localization. The presence
the Berry phase, on the other hand, further weakens the
calization effect by breaking the time-reversal symmetry22

In fact, the mobility edge without the Berry phase is locat
at uEcu'3.3t. The inefficiency of the pure DE model to lo
calize electrons clearly points towards the necessity to
clude other effects, such as JT electron-phonon coupl
electron-electron interaction effects, and diagonal subs
tional disorder.

To investigate the effect of diagonal disorder, we ha
calculatedlM for different values ofW andE, similar to the
W50 case, to determine the location of the mobility edge
fixed W. The mobility edge trajectories in theW-E plane are
shown in Fig. 3. The shape of the mobility edge bear
remarkable resemblance to the mobility edge trajectory
the Anderson model with diagonal disorder alone.23 The
main difference is in the energy scale, which is smaller in
present system due to the smaller average value of the

ping integrals. For the DE model, we obtain^ut i j u&5 2
3 t, lead-

ing to an effective band edge24 at Eb524.0t at W50. This
reduction of bandwidth also accounts for the smaller criti
disorder Wc at the band center. The outward shift of th
mobility edge for smallW is due to the increase of the e
fective bandwidth withW. If E is normalized with the effec-
tive bandwidth instead oft, the region of extended states w
always shrink with increasing disorderW. In the same figure
we have also plotted the equal integrated DOS lines. Figu
shows that to achieve localization of 20–30 % of the el
trons, the presence of a substantial amount of diagonal
ordersW, in the range 10–12 in units oft, is required.

The true mobility edge is controlled by the formation
localized polarons in systems with strong electron-phon
coupling. The presence of disorder changes the charact
the polaron formation in three dimensions. In ordered s
tems, an abrupt change of the polaron state from the ne
free type~large polaron! to the self-trapped type~small po-
laron! occurs as the electron-phonon coupling reaches a c
cal value.25 In disordered systems, however, localized p
larons of intermediate sizes can form from the nonunifo
extended electronic states above the mobility edge even

FIG. 3. Mobility edge trajectory of the double-exchange mo
with diagonal disorderW for electron-phonon coupling constan
l50, 0.03, and 1. The dashed lines show equal integrated de
of states lines at 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40% fractions. The densi
states and the mobility edge trajectory are symmetric around
E50 axis.
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moderate coupling.26 This transition occurs atj'10l22/3,
wherel is the dimensionless electron-phonon coupling co
stant. The true mobility edge, obtained by using the cohe
lengthj from the finite-size scaling analysis to be discuss
below, is indicated in Fig. 3 forl50.03 and 1. For large
values of coupling constantl@1 the small polaron picture
prevails. Figures 2 and 3 are the principal results of o
work.

The presence of the Berry phase breaks time-reve
symmetry and hence the present model belongs to the un
universality class. The critical property around the MIT
investigated using the one-parameter-scaling procedu12

We have been successful~Fig. 4! in placing all our data on
the same universal scaling curvelm /M5 f (j/M ), where
j(W,E) is the scaling parameter corresponding to t
infinite-size localization and correlation length in the loca
ized and metallic regimes, respectively. Moreover, our sc
ing data fall on the scaling function~shown as a solid line in
Fig. 4! of the standard Anderson model with diagonal dis
der alone. The critical exponentn for the localization and
correlation lengthsj;uE2Ecu2n is found to ben51.060.2,
consistent with the value for the standard Anderson mode12

Our results indicate that the differences in the scaling fu
tions, as well as critical exponents between systems with
without time-reversal symmetry in three dimensions, is mu
more difficult to find than in two dimensions, as noted27,28

previously. The critical behavior of model~3! is interesting
on its own merit and will be investigated in the future.

In Mn oxides La12xAxMnO3 the potential fluctuation ex-
perienced by theeg electrons due to the La31 andA21 ion
cores, if unscreened, would amount toU;0.6 eV. This is
equivalent toW'0.6@12x(12x)#1/2 eV50.95 eV atx50.3.
Using the Gutzwiller approximation7 the band narrowing
from e-e interactions atV520t is estimated to be around 0.
for x50.2 and 0.6 forx50.3, if the two orbitals are degen
erate. HenceW/te f f can be as large as 13 if we assume th
t50.15 eV. Screening certainly will reduce this value, so o
estimate is only meant to stress the importance of disorde
the MIT in Mn oxides. We feel that disorder in CMR mate
rials is not strong enough to induce localization by itself, b
its sizable presence can certainly modify the small pola
formation picture6,7 for systems with a strong but less tha

l

ity
of
e

FIG. 4. Universal scaling function of the double-exchan
model for differentW, E, andM . At the critical point,lM /M'0.6.
The solid line is the universal scaling curve for the standard And
son model with diagonal disorder alone.
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critical value of electron-phonon coupling. This mechani
also has the advantage of not being restricted to any par
lar form of electron-phonon coupling and thus may apply
a wide range of CMR materials described by the doub
exchange mechanism.

In summary, we have investigated the charge localiza
properties in Mn oxides in the classical spin limit using t
simplified Hamiltonian~3!. In our numerical calculations, w
have neglected the effects of the electron-electron inte
tion, electron-phonon couplings, quantum fluctuation
spins (S53/2!, and finite Hund rule coupling. The first tw
will substantially enhance the electron localization, while t
last two will delocalize electrons. Even taking into accou
v.

og

m

u-

-

n

c-
f

e
t

the band narrowing effect due toe-e interactions in the
Gutzwiller approximation, we find that a substantial amou
of diagonal disorder is required to localize 20–30 % of ele
tronic states. This suggests that a large electron-phonon
pling and polaronic effects are necessary to explain the M
close toTc .
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